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What is mindfulness?
Ellen Langer - Harvard professor of
psychology
Mindfulness is the ability to approach a
topic, subject or activity with openness
to surprise while being oriented in the
present moment with an openness to
multiple perspectives
Mindlessness
Trapped by rigid reliance on old
categories
Relies on automatic behavior (autopilot)
Acts from a single perspective (relies on
teacher for correction or automatically
believing what is read, learned, or
studied)

Starting Mindfully
Practice and reinforce mindful routines
Boardwork to draw focus to musical tasks
Name that tune - SDMDMRDLSSDMDMRSS
Warm-ups are notoriously mindless activities
Start in stillness
Help students create accurate body maps
Audiation exercises
Use warm-ups to teach conducting gestures and vocabulary
Use deep-practice techniques to teach sight-singing and
practice

Mindful Teaching Cycles (Macro)
Students need to be able to articulate goals and why they are important
Poor performers have no goals
Mediocre - general goals that are often focused on achieving a good outcome
Best performers set goals that are not about the outcome, but about the process
This applies to classroom management as well!
Internal review throughout
Tell them what they are going to learn, what they are learning, and then review
what they learned at the end
Promote individual meta-cognition, self-reflection & evaluation
Scaﬀolding
Top performers & creative people are intrinsically motivated, focused on the task
and not themselves

Mindful Teaching Cycles (micro)
Short, concise
instruction

Relevant
feedback

Deep practice

Micro Step 1: Short, concise instructions
Ten words or less
One specific task/goal at a time
Assertive instruction vs. question
John Wooden (UCLA basketball coach with 10 NCAA
championships between 1964-1975)
Performance vs. learning goals (Carol Dweck, Stanford)
Getting an "A" in French vs. being able to speak French
"With a learning goal, students don't have to feel that they
are already good at something in order to hang in and keep
trying. After all, their goal is to learn, not to prove they're
smart." ~ Carol Dweck

Micro Step 2: Deep, deliberate practice
Neurons, synapses, & myelin - broadband analogy
Oligodendrocytes are glial cells in the brain that produce myelin. When a
nerve fiber fires, the oligo senses it, grabs hold, and starts wrapping myelin
around the "circuit," thus insulating and protecting it.
The more we fire a particular circuit, the more myelin optimizes that
circuit, and the stronger, faster, and more fluent our movements and
thoughts become.
Struggle is required, you must make mistakes and pay attention to those
mistakes; you must slowly teach your circuit & keep firing (practicing)
Slow down the process in order to make mistakes, correct them, and
continue to fire the circuits
Process takes significant time
Similar process to muscle development
10,000 hour or 10 year rule of Anders Ericsson & Malcolm Gladwell

Steps of Deep, Deliberate Practice
1. Break concept into chunks
•

Slow down in order to deliberately make mistakes and learn
concept correctly

•

Encourage student self-regulation and evaluation
"Experts practice diﬀerently and far more strategically.
When they fail, they don't blame it on luck or themselves.
They have a strategy they can fix." ~ Barry Zimmerman
(Psychology professor, City University of NY)

2. Attentive repetition with feedback from an expert
3. Learn to feel the "Sweet spot" (bittersweet spot?)
•

The most productive, yet uncomfortable terrain, is just beyond
our current reach/ability

Comfort
Zone
Learning Zone
Panic Zone

Micro Step 3: Meaningful feedback
Did they really fix it? If not, then repeat the cycle!
If they did fix it, then acknowledge the progress before moving on to the next
instruction phase
Feedback/acknowledgement vs. praise vs. positive reinforcement
Carol Dweck (Stanford) found that praise for eﬀort is more eﬀective than
praise for ability/talent
Four rounds of math tests, students were either praised for eﬀort (work) or
ability (intelligence)
"When we praise children for their intelligence, we tell them that's the name
of the game: look smart, don't risk making mistakes." ~ Carol Dweck
"Emphasizing eﬀort gives a child a variable that they can control. They
come to see themselves as in control of their success. Emphasizing natural
intelligence takes it out of the child’s control, and it provides no good recipe
for responding to a failure." ~ Carol Dweck

Ultimate Goals (Review)
Mastery vs. performance orientation
Place emphasis upon work/eﬀort rather than
talent/intelligence
Intrinsic motivation vs. extrinsic
Create mindful "experts" who know how to practice
and build skill
Students enter a state of flow during rehearsal &
performance
Teach music, character, and grit, not just songs

